Recent bioinformatic analyses suggest that almost all human transcripts are edited by adenosine deaminases (ADARs), converting adenosines to inosines. Most of this editing is in Alu element transcripts, which are unique to primates. This editing might have no function or might be involved in functions such as the regulation of splicing, chromatin or nuclear localization of transcripts.
It seems there are two types of RNA editing, selective and promiscuous. Selective editing (Figure 1a ) results in the conversion of one or a few adenosines in a transcript to inosines; it is generally associated with the expression of proteins with altered functions. These editing events usually occur within relatively short and incompletely base-paired sequences that form between the edited exon and a nearby intron, and they are directed to specific adenosine residues (for example, see [2] ). Promiscuous editing, on the other hand, involves the deamination of numerous adenosines in RNA duplexes that are generally longer than 30 base-pairs (bp; Figure 1b ) [1] . This type of editing is thought to be the result of aberrant production of dsRNA and has been suggested to lead to RNA degradation [3] , nuclear retention [4] or even gene silencing [5] .
In the past several years, interest in the prevalence of editing in the human genome and in the identity of endogenous editing substrates has grown. Recent work using computational approaches has provided intriguing and unexpected results. Independently and almost simultaneously, four groups have made remarkably similar and provocative observations [6] [7] [8] [9] . Many thousands of sites of mRNA editing have now been revealed in more than 1,600 human genes. But a remarkable additional finding has emerged: in each of these studies, a very high proportion of the editing sites discovered (90% or more) are found in a single class of repetitive sequences called Alu elements, which generally lie within noncoding segments of transcripts, such as introns and 5 and 3 untranslated regions.
What are Alu elements?
Of the 3 billion bp of the haploid human genome, only 3-5% encode proteins, but as much as 45% of the genome is composed of repetitive and transposable elements [10] . One of the most abundant and important of these classes is the short interspersed nuclear repetitive DNA elements, SINEs. Almost all of the human SINEs belong to a single family and are known as Alu elements. There are up to 1.4 x 10 6 copies of these 300 bp elements in the genome, corresponding to more than one Alu element for about every 3,000 bp of genomic DNA. As these elements are not randomly distributed throughout the genome but rather are biased toward gene-rich regions [11] , the conclusion can be drawn that the average human pre-mRNA molecule might contain the surprisingly high number of more than 16 Alu elements (see Figure 2a ). Alu elements are conserved along their sequence and do not encode any protein. They can act as insertional mutagens, but the vast majority appear to be genetically inert. Although many Alus are almost identical to one another, others have diverged somewhat over time into distinct evolutionary lineages [12] .
The data reported by Athanasiadis et al. [9] serve to illustrate many of the key recent findings on Alu elements. By comparing cDNA sequences with genomic sequences and searching for clusters of A-to-G changes as indicators of editing, 1,445 human mRNAs were identified that might be edited, and for several of them this was confirmed experimentally. The vast majority of the editing is located within Alu elements. Importantly, however, each edited Alu has an oppositely oriented partner nearby, which also appears to be edited (Figure 2b ). The authors [9] went one step further in this analysis -instead of examining existing cDNA sequences for evidence of editing, they asked whether the existence of oppositely oriented Alu elements in a gene actually predicts that editing will be observed. Strikingly, this appears to be the case. Thus, there may remain many editing events that are not yet represented in existing cDNA datasets.
Alu elements can insert into the genome in either orientation relative to gene transcription. Given the abundance and uniformity in sequence of Alu elements, Athanasiadis et al. [9] argue that about 90% of human genes in fact contain Alu sequences that can form intramolecular dsRNA structures that are subject to ADAR editing. Thus, in the past year we have progressed from thinking of ADAR editing as affecting only a small subset of human genes to now having to accept that it may affect almost all of them! This situation stands in stark contrast to that found for non-primate mammals. A similar computational analysis of mouse mRNAs revealed no widespread editing [13] . Rodent genomes have a density of SINEs similar to that of primates, but because in these mammals there are numerous distinct families of SINEs [14] , the potential for significant intramolecular base pairing in pre-mRNA molecules is far lower than it is in humans, and so also is the potential for editing. So what is the significance of the high level of Alu editing that appears to be restricted to primates? Alu editing may serve no particular purpose but may simply result from the abundance of Alu elements in the human genome. In this scenario, dsRNA duplexes in pre-mRNAs would be edited by the ADAR in the nucleus, but other kinds of mRNA processing and function would be largely unaffected. The large difference in editing between primates and rodents may simply reflect the fact that in humans the SINEs are all almost identical, whereas in rodents there are multiple classes that are less likely to base-pair with one another.
Alternatively, Alu editing may be functional, and we can suggest six different but not mutually exclusive interpretations for the significance of the high level of Alu editing observed (Figure 2c ). Firstly, it may provide a rich additional source of genetic recoding that can influence protein function and evolution. Although exonic Alu elements are generally in noncoding regions, some lie within coding regions, and editing of these can lead to amino-acid changes. Athanasiadis et al. [9] illustrated this principle for the gene encoding the G-protein-coupled receptor LUSTR1, which contains an Alu-related element within an alternatively spliced exon. Editing was observed at several sites in this exonic element, and the editing varied significantly in different tissues. Thus, Alu editing might serve as a novel source of functional diversity for proteins. If transcripts containing edited exonic Alu elements were mobilized for transposition in germ cells (probably a very rare event), genetic variation could be enhanced by a route other than random mutagenesis, thus serving as a mechanism to speed evolution.
Secondly, Alu editing might help to regulate splicing. In the human genome there is an enormous amount of alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs. Furthermore, at least 5% of all known human alternative exons are derived from Alu elements, and even single-base mutations in these elements can lead to splicing effects [15] . Thus, editing of Alu elements could possibly influence RNA splicing, for example by creating new splicing signals; this has in fact been observed [16] .
As most of the observed Alu editing is of the promiscuous type, however, such regulation is likely to be relatively rare in human populations.
Alu editing could alternatively lead to titration of ADAR activity: inverted Alu elements would attract ADAR to harmless intronic sites and thereby titrate the activity of the enzyme away from important targets of selective editing, perhaps thereby modulating the levels of selective editing. Consistent with this model, some recent work has shown that the subnuclear localization of ADAR2 can be influenced by the concentration of its substrates [17] . Also, numerous researchers have observed that all forms of ADAR editing vary significantly from tissue to tissue, as does Alu editing.
In another model, editing could perform a quality-control function, to prevent promiscuously edited mRNAs from reaching the cytoplasm. Interestingly, most of the edited RNAs reported in the recent studies [6] [7] [8] [9] contain edited introns that have not been removed. These incompletely processed mRNAs may represent non-functional transcripts that were detected only because they have inosines in them. It has been reported that promiscuously edited RNAs can be retained in the nucleus through a strong and specific interaction with a protein complex associated with the nuclear matrix [4] . Therefore, the bulk of mRNAs containing edited Alu sequences, and certainly those with edited intronic Alus, might remain in the nucleus and thus not interfere with normal gene expression.
An intriguing possibility concerns the effects of Alu editing on chromatin. Even though Alu elements are found primarily within transcribed genes, they appear to be associated with aspects of more condensed chromatin, such as CpG methylation [18] and histone H3 lysine 9 methylation [19] . Could they therefore contribute to chromatin domains that might influence transcriptional activity? If so, could this be related to editing? This possibility is supported by the recent observation [5] that edited RNAs bind tightly to a protein, vigilin, which is closely associated with and important for the formation of heterochromatin.
Finally, we must consider the possibility that Alu editing reflects a competition between distinct cellular dsRNA response pathways that may be active in the nucleus. In the past few years, increasing evidence has suggested that dsRNA can, in some cases, lead to heterochromatic gene silencing through a pathway related to RNA interference (RNAi) [20] , but editing of dsRNAs inhibits the RNAi response [21] . Given that most human genes contain Alu elements with the potential to form dsRNA structures, and that such duplexes could potentially lead to gene silencing by the RNAi machinery, editing might serve to save the cell from silencing most of its own genes by modulating an RNAimediated gene-silencing response. There has been a report of splicing regulation that is dependent on the dsRNAactivated kinase, PKR [22] . As some PKR is nuclear [23] , it is possible that Alu hybrids can influence the local or even global activity of this important enzyme, and that editing can modulate this influence.
There is currently insufficient evidence for us to decide which of these models reflects the real function(s) of Alu editing; some or all of them may be true. It is clear, however, that RNA editing is far more widespread in the human genome than previously imagined, and it now appears to have the potential to impact the expression of almost every single gene. Future work may help to determine whether this in fact happens and whether Alu elements confer on primates a novel genetic advantage not available to other mammals.
